In this study we have investigated the influence of hydrogen intercalation on the local atomic structure of rhenium trioxide using a new approach to EXAFS data analysis, based on the evolutionary algorithm (EA). The proposed EA-EXAFS method is an extension of the conventional reverse Monte Carlo approach but is computationally more efficient. It allows one to perform accurate analysis of EXAFS data from distant coordination shells, taking into account both multiple-scattering and disorder (thermal and static) effects. The power of the EA-EXAFS method is first demonstrated on an example of the model system, pure ReO 3 , and then it is applied to an in situ study of hydrogen bronze H x ReO 3 upon hydrogen intercalation. The obtained results allow us to detect changes in the lattice dynamics and correlation of atomic motion, and to follow the structural development at different stages of the reaction.
Introduction
Extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy is a modern method for structure analysis, which has gained in popularity during the past decades with the progress in synchrotron radiation sources [1] [2] [3] . The analysis of EXAFS data from the first coordination shell around an absorbing atom is nowadays a common tool to study the local structure of a material [4] . At the same time, modern brilliant x-ray sources allow one to record EXAFS spectra from crystalline materials with excellent quality, so that they contain contributions not only from the first, but also from significantly more distant coordination shells (up to 10 Å and further), approaching the fundamental limit set by finiteness of the effective mean free path of excited electrons [1] . Unfortunately, the presence of thermal and static disorder in the sample and the contribution of the so-called multiple-scattering (MS) effects strongly restrict the precise analysis of the total EXAFS spectrum using conventional methods [5] , i.e., expanding the EXAFS spectrum in a series of contributions from distinct photoelectron paths and finding structural parameters such as average interatomic distances, coordination numbers and mean-square relative displacements (MSRDs) using the best-fit analysis [6, 7] . Therefore, the conventional analysis beyond a few nearest coordination shells (in many cases beyond the first coordination shell only) is challenging, and a significant amount of structural information (such as distributions of bond angles, shape and orientation of coordination polyhedra, etc) often gets lost.
A good illustration of this problem is the study of the hydrogen intercalation process in crystalline ReO 3 . Pure ReO 3 is a simple cubic perovskite-type compound, extensively studied by the EXAFS technique in the past [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . The process of the intercalation of hydrogen ions in this material was studied in situ in [18] , and the EXAFS spectra containing contributions from atoms located at distances up to 6 Å from the absorbing rhenium atom have been obtained. At the same time, the conventional EXAFS analysis was able to provide information on the very first coordination shell around the rhenium atom only [18] . Some two-modal distribution of the Re-O distances has been observed, but it was impossible to conclude whether this complex distribution is due to a distortion of the Re-O 6 octahedra or to an appearance of two different types of regular octahedra [18] . Thus it is clear that structural information on the outer coordination shells and on the many atom distribution functions, which is contained in the full EXAFS spectrum, is required to understand the influence of hydrogen intercalation on the ReO 3 structure.
Several simulation-based approaches have been proposed in the past to treat this task: ab initio molecular dynamics [19] , classical molecular dynamics (MD) [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , Monte Carlo (MC) [26] and reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] methods. An ab initio approach is obviously extremely computationally expensive and currently can be reliably applied to investigate only small atomic clusters. The limitations of the classical MD and MC methods, in turn, are set by the fact that some effective potential functions, characterizing the interactions between atoms (the so-called force-field model), should be given, and often, especially in the case of complex structures, such functions cannot be found accurately enough. Besides, classical MD and MC methods cannot be applied to the analysis of low-temperature data due to the fact that quantum effects are neglected, while conversely the application of ab initio methods is usually limited to the low-temperature range.
The RMC method does not have such limitations. This method is based on the minimization of the difference between the calculated and experimentally observed structure-related properties (in our case-EXAFS spectra) of a material, simulating the atomic structure through the random displacements of atoms. Recently, we have presented the RMC implementation, designed specifically to analyze EXAFS data from crystalline materials. The proposed RMC method has been applied to study EXAFS data from crystalline germanium and crystalline rhenium trioxide ReO 3 [31, 33] .
While the RMC method has proved to be a valuable tool for EXAFS analysis, it is computationally inefficient. The random process that is at the heart of the RMC method usually requires many thousands of iterations until the system reaches its global minimum point. As a result, many thousands of theoretical EXAFS calculations are required, where each one of them, if all MS contributions are taken into account, may take even several minutes on modern CPUs, especially when contributions from distant coordination shells around an absorbing atom are included. Note that the calculations of theoretical EXAFS can be significantly accelerated by neglecting the dependency of the complex scattering amplitude function on interatomic distances and bonding angles, but this approach, although it is widely used in the conventional EXAFS analysis, results in small but not negligible errors. Thus, one can realize that today the feasible implementation of the RMC method is limited to the analysis of a few first-coordination shells. Moreover, the required computational time grows exponentially with an increase of the dimensionality (e.g., number of atoms) or characteristic length (e.g., the largest allowed displacements of atoms) of the configurational space over which the global minimum point is searched.
Here we propose to use the so-called evolutionary algorithm (EA) for the analysis of the total EXAFS spectra, taking into account static and thermal disorder as well as multiple-scattering effects. The EA method is an extension of the RMC algorithm and, thus, is also based on random processes. However, it turns out to be significantly more efficient in terms of the required computational power.
In this study we employ the EA method to resolve a contradiction between the results of powder neutron diffraction [34] and x-ray absorption spectroscopy [15, 18] observed during a distortion of the local atomic structure in hydrogen rhenium bronzes H x ReO 3 .
According to a neutron diffraction study [34] , the insertion of hydrogen into perovskite-type cubic ReO 3 induces internal strain, which leads to a tilting and slight deformation of originally regular ReO 6 octahedra and an increase of the Re-O bond lengths, while the cell volume remains almost constant. In particular, in the case of hydrogen rhenium bronze H 1.36 ReO 3 , having the largest known amount of inserted hydrogen, the Re-O-Re angles between two octahedra, determined by neutron diffraction (i.e., apparent angles [35] ), change from ϕ DIFFR = 180 • to 169 • , the O-Re-O angles inside the octahedra become split into two groups of ∼82 • and ∼98 • , and the Re-O bonds lengthen by 0.03 Å from ∼1.87 to ∼1.90 Å [34] .
Our previous x-ray absorption spectroscopy studies [15, 18] also indicate the occurrence of octahedra tilting upon hydrogen insertion; however, the analysis of the Re L 3 -edge EXAFS suggests strong distortion of the first coordination shell of rhenium, which was tentatively interpreted as the appearance of two different rhenium sites, both having nearly regular octahedral coordination, with the Re-O bond lengths equal to 1.88 and 2.06 Å, caused by the charge disproportionation phenomenon (2Re 5+ → Re 6+ + Re 4+ ). Note that the change of the rhenium formal charge seemed to be supported by a shift (about 2 eV) of both Re L 1 and L 3 absorption edges [18] .
Thus, the clear contradiction between the two experimental results has remained unresolved for years and will be addressed in detail below by considering both static and dynamic disorder and including correlation effects.
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 is devoted to the description of the EA-EXAFS method and the EvAX code, in which it is implemented. In section 3.1 we apply the proposed method to treat the model Re L 3 -edge EXAFS for cubic ReO 3 , thus illustrating the power and accuracy of the proposed approach. Next, we focus on the analysis of real experimental EXAFS data, and the effect of thermal disorder in pure cubic ReO 3 before intercalation is evaluated in section 3.2. Finally, the static distortion of the ReO 3 structure caused by the intercalation of hydrogen ions is studied in section 3.3. A summary of the presented results is given in section 4.
Evolutionary algorithm

Introduction
Evolutionary algorithm is a general name for a class of similar, population-based techniques for parameter optimization that strive to mimic genetic processes in natural systems. The most well-known type of EA is the genetic algorithm [36] , for which the encoding of the variables in the form of binary strings is characteristic.
One must emphasize here, from the physical point of view the EA approach is equivalent to the well known and widely used RMC method: it is just a fitting procedure that tries to SELECTION CROSSOVER MUTATION Figure 1 . The three basic operators of the evolutionary algorithm: the selection operator chooses the best of the individuals for the next generation, keeping the total number of individuals in the population constant; the crossover operator interchanges some parts of individuals in the population, while the mutation operator applies some random changes to individuals.
find a global minimum of the system, and the same amount of information and the same constraints are used both in the RMC and EA approach. The important difference, however, is that the EA approach is much more computationally efficient. For instance, when applied to the studies of EXAFS spectra from ReO 3 , we have found that using given computational power the RMC method will require probably several months to find the optimal structural model. The EA approach solved this task using the same computing resources in less than three days.
In the EA a set of current values of all parameters which should be optimized forms an 'individual'. The function of these parameters, which needs to be maximized, is called the fitness function. The 'population' is an ensemble of such 'individuals': it consists of many sets of parameters having different values. At each iteration some manipulations with the population are carried out, so that a new population is obtained from the old one. If these manipulations, or operators, applied to the old population, are properly chosen, the fitness of the new population will be, on average, larger than for the old population. Thus, the fitness function will be maximized step by step, and the values of the parameters will approach those at the global maximum point.
In the field of structural analysis the EA has been already used, for instance, to interpret the results of powder diffraction [37, 38] and small-angle x-ray scattering [39, 40] . An interesting application of the EA is the optimization of the ground-state geometries of proteins and other large molecules [41, 42] .
Nevertheless, to our knowledge, no attempts to use the EA for simulation-based interpretation of EXAFS data have been previously done. At the same time, the structure of the EXAFS spectra makes them very suitable for an analysis by EA methods: the total EXAFS spectrum can be expressed as a sum of contributions from relatively small atomic clusters, and these clusters act like the 'genes' of the population. The 'genes' that ensure high values of the fitness function survive from one generation to another, and an exchange of the 'genes' between individuals efficiently maximizes the fitness of each individual.
Here we apply the EA to the interpretation of EXAFS spectra from crystalline materials. In this case, the crystalline lattice is modeled by a supercell, i.e., a sufficiently large box of atoms with periodic boundary conditions, the variable parameters are the coordinates of the atoms in the supercell, an 'individual' is an atomic configuration, while a 'population' is a set of such configurations, simulated simultaneously. For a given atomic configuration one can perform ab initio calculations of the configuration-averaged EXAFS spectrum, and compare the obtained theoretical result with the experimental one. The fitness function is defined so that it has its maximal value when the difference between the theoretical and experimental EXAFS spectra is the smallest. Thus, the maximization of the fitness function is equivalent to a search for the atomic configuration that represents the atomic structure of the sample and for which the theoretical EXAFS spectrum is close to the experimental one.
In the EA, three operators can usually be applied to a given population: (i) selection, (ii) crossover and (iii) mutation (figure 1). In the selection process one creates a new population (i.e., new set of atomic configurations) from the individuals of the old population, where an individual with a larger fitness function has a greater probability to get into the new population. Thus, there will be fewer atomic configurations with a low value of the fitness function in the new set, but instead there can be several copies of the atomic configurations with a high value of the fitness function. In the crossover process one replaces two randomly selected atomic configurations ('parents') from the old population with two other atomic configurations ('children'), obtained by interchanging some parts of the 'parents', i.e., we replace some atoms of one atomic configuration with atoms of the other configuration. Finally, the mutation operator applies some small and random changes to all individuals of the population: in our case, all atoms in all configurations are slightly displaced in random directions.
These three basic operators have been implemented in the EvAX (evolutionary algorithm for XAS data analysis) code, and will be discussed below.
Calculation of the EXAFS spectrum
The calculation of the fitness function for an atomic configuration requires knowledge of the total theoretical EXAFS spectrum χ tot (k) = χ i (k) , which can be obtained by averaging the EXAFS spectra χ i (k), calculated for all absorbing atoms in the supercell. Ab initio EXAFS calculations can be carried out by, for example, the FEFF [6] or GNXAS [43] codes. In this study, we have used the ab initio real-space multiple-scattering FEFF8 code [1, 6] .
The EXAFS spectrum χ i (k) for a fixed ith atomic configuration is given by the equation
where the summation is carried out over all possible scattering paths of the photoelectron (up to the eighth order in this study).
is the photoelectron wavenumber (m e is the electron mass,h is the Planck constant, E is the x-ray photon energy, and E 0 is the photoelectron energy origin (k = 0)), S 2 0 is the amplitude reduction factor accounting also for the multi-electron processes, and R j is the half length of the jth path [1] .
The complex scattering function that describes the interaction of the photoelectron with the atoms along the scattering path decomposes into the real-valued scattering amplitude f j (k, r 1 , . . . , r m ) and phase shift φ j (k, r 1 , . . . , r m ) functions. They depend on the photoelectron energy and on both the radial and angular characteristics of the scattering path ( r i is the position of the ith atom with respect to the absorbing atom), thus being responsible for the sensitivity of the total EXAFS spectrum to the 3D geometry of the scattering path.
For the calculation of the f j and φ j functions in the FEFF8 code, the cluster potential is required and is constructed within the muffin-tin approximation. The complex exchangecorrelation Hedin-Lundqvist potential was employed to account for inelastic losses, while the default values of muffin-tin radii, as determined within the FEFF8 code [6] , were used.
The cluster potential can be either evaluated for the average atomic configuration, thus neglecting the potential variation due to thermal vibrations, or recalculated at each step. In this study, since we deal with crystalline compounds and thermal disorder is relatively low, the first approach was used and the cluster potential was evaluated before the EA-EXAFS calculations for the average crystalline structure, known from diffraction studies. This approach allowed us to reduce the total computation time significantly. It must be emphasized, however, that both functions f j and φ j are recalculated at each iteration, thus their dependence on the atomic positions r i is taken into account explicitly.
To compare the total calculated EXAFS spectrum with the experimental one, we use the same approach as in [31] . The difference ξ k,R between the theoretical and experimental EXAFS spectra is considered simultaneously in k-and Rspaces by using the so-called Morlet wavelet transform (WT) of the EXAFS spectrum [44, 45] 
where WT tot and WT exp are the WTs of the calculated and experimental EXAFS spectra, respectively, and · · · 2 denotes the Euclidean norm. The use of the wavelet transform allows us also to filter out the experimental noise and the contribution of outer coordination shells. Finally, the fitness function, required for the EA, is defined as −ξ k,R . When the real experimental data are treated, another problem arises besides the experimental noise: parameters E 0 and S 2 0 are actually unknown and their values can be different for several measurements of the same sample due to, for example, instability of the monochromator positions during the experiment. As we have already pointed out in [31] , these parameters, in principle, can be refined during the EA-EXAFS simulations: in this case, the values of E 0 and S 2 0 are just additional variables and can be treated as all other degrees of freedom, i.e., atomic coordinates. However, such an approach is problematic due to strong correlation between S 2 0 and the EXAFS amplitude, and between E 0 and the EXAFS frequency. Therefore, we propose to obtain the values of E 0 and S 2 0 before the EA-EXAFS simulations, using conventional EXAFS analysis of the first coordination shell by, for example, the EDA [46] or ARTEMIS [47, 48] , or directly FEFFIT [7] codes. The influence of uncertainty in the parameters E 0 and S 2 0 on the obtained results is discussed in section 3.1.
Selection
The selection operator can be implemented using different procedures [49, 50] . We propose to use so-called tournament selection: two atomic configurations from the old population are randomly selected (the generation of pseudo-random numbers here and further is performed using the Mersenne-Twister algorithm [51] ), and the one with higher fitness is copied to the new population; the process is repeated until the number of atomic configurations in the new population is the same as in the old population [49] . The advantages of this scheme are that (i) it is very easy to implement, and (ii) it preserves the 'genetic diversity' of the population: the probability for the atomic configurations even with low values of fitness to be selected to the new population is still relatively large, therefore the atomic configurations in the next generation will be quite different and thus the consequent application of the selection and crossover operators will still allow one to explore configuration space efficiently.
Crossover
For the crossover operator we split in pairs all simulated atomic configurations in the population, which is obtained after applying the selection operator, and, then perform the 'breeding' of each pair with a given probability (currently a fixed value of 50% is used). First, a pseudo-random number ρ b (0 ≤ ρ b ≤ 1) is generated. If ρ b > 0.5, the old pair of atomic configurations ('parents') is replaced with a pair of new atomic configurations ('children'). To create 'children', we generate a set of pseudo-random numbers ρ a (0 ≤ ρ a ≤ 1) for each atom in the supercell of one of the parents. If ρ a < 0.5, the corresponding atom of the first of the children is set at the same position as the corresponding atom of the first of the parents, and the corresponding atom of the second of the children is set at the same position as the corresponding atom of the second of the parents. If ρ a > 0.5, the interchange of atoms takes place: the corresponding atom of the first of the children is now taken from the second of the parents, and the corresponding atom of the second of the children is taken from the first of the parents.
As the crossover changes the atomic configuration, the corresponding EXAFS spectrum should be recalculated for the bred individuals. However, an advantage of the use of the crossover operator for EXAFS analysis is based on the fact that the EXAFS spectra can be expressed as a series of contributions from separate photoelectron paths, where each path contains only a few atoms. After the crossover operation some of these paths are modified, but a large number of them remain unchanged, therefore one can expect that the 'children' of the 'parents' with good fitness will also have high values of fitness function.
Mutation
In the conventional EA the mutation is a fully random change of the individuals, i.e., one should apply random displacements to all atoms of the population. In our approach, however, we propose to apply an additional restriction on the mutations, defined by the so-called Metropolis algorithm, thus making the EA scheme even closer to the RMC method.
Moreover, similarly to our RMC implementation [31] , in the EA method we also constrain the maximal displacements of atoms from their equilibrium positions to be smaller than a given number δ max . The equilibrium structure of crystalline materials is usually known from diffraction experiments, thus such an approach allows us to indirectly include in the EXAFS analysis the information obtained using the diffraction technique. In the case of the EA method, however, the value of δ max is not such a crucial parameter as it was for the RMC method, and the solution can be efficiently obtained even with relatively large values of δ max . In this study the value of δ max was set to 0.4 Å.
Further, we will briefly recall the idea of the Metropolis algorithm. Let the differences between the total calculated and experimental EXAFS spectra for the current and new (obtained by applying mutation operator) atomic configurations be equal to ξ old and ξ new , respectively. According to the Metropolis algorithm [26] , the criterion to accept or discard a mutation is as follows if ξ new < ξ old , the mutation is accepted if ξ new > ξ old , the mutation is accepted, if exp(−(ξ new − ξ old )/T ) > ρ, and discarded otherwise,
where ρ is a random number in the range between 0 and 1. Such an algorithm ensures that not only mutations that improve the fitness of the atomic configurations are allowed, but also some mutations that actually decrease the value of the fitness function will be accepted, thus reducing the possibility that system gets trapped in some local minimum. As in the simulated annealing approach [52] , the scaling parameter T is not fixed but decreases slowly: at the beginning of the calculations T is large, thus a fast approach to the global minimum is ensured, but at the end of the calculations T drops to zero, and only mutations that increase the fitness of the atomic configurations are allowed.
In the EvAX code we use the same 'cooling schedule' (the defined time-dependency of parameter T) as in our RMC scheme [31] 
where (t) is the average change of the difference |ξ new − ξ old | between theory and experiment per one mutation step, and t max is the duration of the annealing process. The cooling schedule, defined by equation (4), ensures that at the beginning of the simulation (t = 0) all proposed mutations are accepted, after t = t max only the mutations with ξ new < ξ old are accepted, but in between the probability to accept a mutation with ξ new > ξ old changes linearly.
Application of the EA-EXAFS method
In this section we will apply the EA-EXAFS method to the EXAFS study of hydrogen intercalation into rhenium trioxide (ReO 3 ). Such a complicated problem will be addressed in three steps. First, we will test the EA-EXAFS method using the simulated Re L 3 -edge EXAFS spectrum of ReO 3 , calculated from the classical molecular dynamics (MD) results [53] (see section 3.1). Next, the EA-EXAFS method will be applied to the analysis of the local environment around rhenium atoms upon in situ hydrogen intercalation. We will present and discuss the results for pure ReO 3 , the starting phase, in section 3.2 and for hydrogen intercalated H x ReO 3 in section 3.3.
3.1. Analysis of the simulated Re L 3 -edge EXAFS spectrum for ReO 3
Before applying the EA method to experimental data, we have validated it using the simulated Re L 3 -edge EXAFS spectrum for cubic ReO 3 . It was obtained as a result of classical molecular dynamics (MD) calculations, and will be referred to further as the MD-EXAFS spectrum. The MD was performed for the 5 × 5 × 5 supercell with the unit cell size a MD = 3.75 Å in the N V T ensemble at the temperature T = 300 K using the Buckingham and covalent exponential interatomic potentials to describe Re-O and O-O bonding, as described in [53] . The Re L 3 -edge EXAFS spectrum has been calculated for each of the 4000 atomic configurations obtained in the MD simulations, and, finally, the configuration-averaged EXAFS spectrum (MD-EXAFS) has been obtained as the average of all these spectra (see in [53] for details). Note that the MD-EXAFS spectrum agrees well with the experimental Re L 3 -edge EXAFS spectrum, measured at 300 K [53] . The EA calculations have been performed using the 4 × 4 × 4 supercell (256 atoms) by the EvAX code using different numbers of simultaneously simulated atomic configurations, but keeping the total maximal number of the calculated EXAFS spectra constant and equal to 96 000. For example, the EA calculations with 32 atomic configurations have been carried out for 1500 iterations, so the EXAFS spectrum has been recalculated one (if only mutation operator has been applied to the given configuration) or two times (if also the crossover operator has been involved) at each iteration for each of the 32 configurations, hence the maximal number of iterations is 32 × 1500 × 2 = 96 000. The EA calculations with 16 atomic configurations, in turn, have been run for 3000 iterations, etc. Note that the EA calculations with only one atomic configuration are just conventional RMC calculations for 96 000 iterations, since here no selection or crossover operators can be applied.
The dependence of the final residual between the model MD-EXAFS spectrum and the one calculated by the EA method (EA-EXAFS), evaluated using equation (2), on the number of the used atomic configurations is shown in figure 2(a) (the final EA-EXAFS spectrum corresponds to one of the atomic configurations, obtained at the last iteration, which gives the best agreement between experimental and calculated EXAFS data). A comparison of the MD-EXAFS and EA-EXAFS spectra has been carried out using WT in the k-space range from 1 to 19 Å −1 and in the R-space range from 0 to 5.6 Å, thus taking into account the contribution of the first four coordination shells around the absorbing Re atom. As one can see, the conventional RMC calculations were unsuccessful in this case: with only one atomic configuration the given number of iterations was too small, and the system got trapped in some local minimum, thus providing the largest final residual. An increase of the number of simultaneously simulated atomic configurations leads to almost exponential improvement, and already with eight atomic configurations the obtained difference between the MD-EXAFS and EA-EXAFS spectra is about six times smaller. In all further calculations we have simultaneously simulated 32 atomic configurations.
The MD-EXAFS and EA-EXAFS spectra and their Fourier transforms (FTs) are compared in figures 2(b) and (c). The EA method is able to reconstruct accurately the model data, therefore one may expect that the obtained atomic configuration should also be close to the atomic structure of the model. Here it should be emphasized that in the EA method, similarly to the conventional MC and RMC methods, the obtained solution, i.e., a set of atomic positions in the configuration, is not unique. Therefore, if one repeats the simulation with a different sequence of pseudo-random numbers, another set of atomic coordinates will be obtained. However, good agreement between the obtained and model (or experimental) EXAFS spectra suggests that their statistical characteristics, such as mean values and also higher moments of interatomic distance distributions, bond-angle distributions, etc, will also be close. In fact, the radial distribution functions (RDFs) around the absorbing Re atom, calculated for our MD model and reconstructed by the EA method, are in good agreement (figure 3). Note that in this study we have used repeated EA calculations to improve the statistics; it has also allowed us later to estimate the stability of the obtained values for the structural parameters.
To make the analysis more quantitative, we have evaluated the values of average interatomic distances R and variances of the distributions of interatomic distances (mean-square relative displacements, MSRDs) σ 2 , directly calculated from the atomic coordinates for the first four coordination shells, both for the model and for the final EA configuration (see table 1 ). Considering the estimation of the σ 2 parameters, one technical, but very important point is that a sample variance is a parameter that is extremely sensitive to the presence of any outliers in the sample. Therefore, while we are working with relatively small supercells, more robust estimators of σ 2 must be used. We propose two different approaches:
(i) to use median absolute deviation (MAD) as an estimator of the MSRD [54, 55] or (ii) to estimate the value of the MSRD as the variance of the Gaussian function that gives the best approximation of the obtained real distribution of interatomic distances. The advantage of the MAD approach is that it can be applied even if the analyzed distribution of interatomic distances is essentially non-Gaussian. At the same time, the MAD is an inconsistent estimator, i.e., even if the analyzed population is infinitely large, the MAD estimator will not be equal to the true value of the ensemble variance. If the shape of the analyzed distribution is known then one can obtain a consistent estimator of σ by multiplying the MAD by some scaling constant K (K = 1.4826 for Gaussian distribution [55] ). The second approach, in turn, will give us a consistent estimator of the MSRD, only if the distribution of the interatomic distances is Gaussian. Thus, the MSRD values estimated by the second approach can be directly compared with the results obtained using conventional EXAFS analysis within the Gaussian approximation. Therefore, this second approach will be used to estimate the MSRD values further on. Note that in all cases the same approaches have been used to estimate structural parameters both for the original MD model and for the model obtained in the EA-EXAFS simulations.
As one can see in table 1, the EA-EXAFS method gives accurate values for the average interatomic distances: the difference between the model MD data and the EA results is smaller than 0.0025 Å for the first two coordination shells (9) and smaller than 0.005 Å for the next two coordination shells. The MSRD factors are obtained with an accuracy better than 10 −4 Å 2 for the first two coordination shells, and the difference of the MSRD factors for the third and fourth coordination shells is about 5%. The decrease of the accuracy for the outer shells is due to their smaller contribution to the total EXAFS spectrum relative to the first shell. The uncertainties of structural parameters given in table 1 were estimated by comparing the results obtained in EA simulations with different sequences of pseudo-random numbers and different initial conditions, thus they reflect the statistical uncertainty of the obtained values only. For the analysis of real experimental EXAFS data one should also take into account, for instance, the influence of the uncertainty of the chosen values for the lattice constant a, and the parameters S 2 0 and E 0 . To estimate the importance of these effects, we have carried out additional EA-EXAFS simulations for the same MD model, but using values of a, S 2 0 and E 0 , slightly different from the correct ones (a = a MD = 3. Besides MSRDs, the EA-EXAFS method allows us to obtain the mean-square displacements (MSDs) u 2 , which are inaccessible for the conventional EXAFS analysis and are usually measured by diffraction techniques [56] . The knowledge of both MSRD σ 2 and MSD u 2 quantities provides one with access to correlation effects in atomic motion, since the two parameters are related by σ 2 = u 2 A + u 2 B − 2 u A u B , where u 2 A and u 2 B are the corresponding MSD factors for atoms A and B, and σ 2 is the MSRD factor for the A-B bond. The distributions of atomic displacements from equilibrium, described by the displacement distribution functions (DDFs) h(u), are shown in figure 3 . In ReO 3 the oscillations of oxygen atoms are essentially anisotropic. Using the EA-EXAFS method one can discriminate and separately compare the distributions of displacements parallel to the direction defined by the equilibrium positions of the Re 0 and Re 2 atoms (u ), and orthogonal to it (u ⊥ ). The quantitative values of the MSD factors u 2 obtained from the MD simulations and the EA-EXAFS modeling are compared in table 1. Note that all MSD factors were calculated using the MAD approach [55] , both for the original MD model and for the model obtained in the EA-EXAFS simulations. The corresponding scaling coefficients K ⊥ = 1.4432 and K = 2.2053 were obtained by numerical simulations, assuming that the distribution of u ⊥ is close to the Rayleigh distribution h(u ⊥ ) ∼ u ⊥ exp(−a ⊥ u 2 ⊥ ), u ⊥ ≥ 0, and the distribution of u is close to h(u ) ∼ exp(−a u 2 ), u ≥ 0. In all cases the difference between MSD factors calculated with the EA-EXAFS method and from the MD simulations is below 2 × 10 −4 Å 2 .
The EA-EXAFS provides also information on the bond angles. Let us recall that since EXAFS is sensitive to the correlated motion of atoms, a spatial and temporal average of the scattering paths within the Re 0 -O 1 -Re 2 atom group will always result in the mean value of the true [35] (or actual [57] ) Re-O-Re angle ϕ EXAFS being less than 180 • , even in cubic ReO 3 [16] . In our case, for the MD model the value of ϕ EXAFS is about 174 • , and the EA-EXAFS method estimates it with an accuracy of about 1 • . In contrast to EXAFS, scattering methods, being sensitive to an average of the atomic positions, will give the value of the apparent Re-O-Re angle ϕ DIFFR = 180 • in cubic ReO 3 , but a smaller angle value when the static tilting of ReO 6 octahedra occurs.
Finally it should be mentioned, as is also in case for MSD values, that small uncertainties of the lattice constant a and the parameters S 2 0 and E 0 do not lead to significant changes of the obtained average values for the Re-O-Re angle (the changes of MSD and the average angle value due to these uncertainties are smaller than the statistical uncertainty). 3.2. Analysis of experimental Re L 3 -edge EXAFS spectrum for pure ReO 3 In this section we apply the EA-EXAFS method to the analysis of the experimental Re L 3 -edge EXAFS spectrum from cubic perovskite-type rhenium trioxide (space group Pm3m), measured at T = 300 K [17] . The EA-EXAFS calculations were performed with 32 atomic configurations and during 1500 iterations. The lattice constant was fixed during the calculations at the experimental value a ReO 3 = 3.747 Å [58] . The comparison of theoretical and experimental EXAFS spectra in this case has been carried out using WT in the k-space range from 3 to 18 Å −1 and in the R-space range from 0.6 to 5.6 Å.
The experimental Re L 3 -edge EXAFS spectra and those reconstructed by the EA method are compared in figure 4 . Their good agreement is supported by their small difference ξ = 0.13(1) (see equation (2)), which is only about two times larger than in the analysis of the model MD-EXAFS spectrum.
In figure 5 we show separately the single-scattering (SS) and multiple-scattering (MS) contributions to the total EA-EXAFS spectrum. As is expected for ReO 3 , the MS contribution is very important beyond the first coordination shell [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
The radial distribution function (RDF) around the Re atom, calculated for the final atomic configuration, as well as the corresponding distributions of atomic displacements are compared in figure 6 and table 1 to those obtained from the MD simulations. As one can see, the force-field model, proposed in [53] , underestimates the MSRD values for the Re-O bonds, which results in the narrower RDF peaks of 1.9 and 4.0 Å. At the same time, the relative displacements of Re atoms in the second and fourth shells (peaks at 3.5 and 4.9 Å, respectively) are well reproduced. Note also that the MSRD value obtained by the EA-EXAFS analysis of experimental data for the first coordination shell agrees well with the previous results for ReO 3 [13, 14] .
Finally, the average value of the true Re-O-Re angle ϕ EXAFS reconstructed by the EA-EXAFS method for experimental data in figure 4 is close to that found within the MD simulations (table 1) . Also the apparent Re-O-Re angle ϕ DIFFR is the same in both cases and is equal to 180 • , supporting the conception of the cubic ReO 3 structure.
Analysis of ReO 3 lattice distortion induced by intercalation of hydrogen ions
In this section we apply the EA-EXAFS method to the analysis of static disorder in the ReO 3 lattice caused by intercalation of hydrogen ions. It is known that upon insertion the hydrogen ions attach to the oxygen atoms of the ReO 3 lattice, forming OH bonds [34] , and the valence state of formally Re 6+ ions is reduced due to the localization of additional electrons [18] . Both effects can lead to significant distortion of the ReO 3 lattice [59] . Neutron diffraction study of the hydrogen rhenium bronze D 1.36 ReO 3 has revealed that the presence of hydrogen ions leads to tilting of the ReO 6 octahedra, thus significantly decreasing the average value of the apparent Re-O-Re angle ϕ DIFFR [18, 34] .
The experimental Re L 3 -edge EXAFS data were taken from [18] , where the experimental details are also given. Briefly, platinized polycrystalline ReO 3 has been exposed to hydrogen flow for 2.5 h at room temperature. Next, the air flow was passed through the sample to oxidize it and to de-intercalate the hydrogen ions. The EXAFS spectra have been in situ measured before the intercalation process, after the intercalation process and continuously during the de-intercalation phase.
The analysis of EXAFS spectra for pure crystalline ReO 3 , for ReO 3 after 2.5 h in H 2 atmosphere and during the deintercalation process has been carried out using the EA-EXAFS method with the same parameters as previously: development of 32 atomic configurations was simulated for 1500 iterations, with the lattice constant fixed during the calculations at the experimental value a ReO 3 = 3.747 Å [58] . The comparison of the experimental and calculated spectra has been carried out using WT in the k-space range from 3 to 15 Å −1 and in the R-space range from 0.6 to 5.6 Å. In the calculations we also assume that the presence of hydrogen ions itself does not have any direct contribution to EXAFS [60] , and all observed changes are due to static and thermal distortions of the lattice.
The Fourier filtered experimental EXAFS spectra and those reconstructed by the EA-EXAFS method are shown in figure 7 . As one can see, the disorder induced by the presence of hydrogen ions significantly reduces the amplitude of the EXAFS spectra, so that the contribution of the second and further coordination shells to the total spectrum becomes very small after exposure to the hydrogen atmosphere for 2.5 h. Nevertheless, the EA simulations allow us to obtain structure models for which the theoretical EXAFS is reasonably close to the experimental spectra.
The RDFs around rhenium and DDFs for rhenium and oxygen, calculated from the atomic coordinates obtained in the EA simulations, are shown in figure 8 . Corresponding MSRD factors for the first four coordination shells and the values of the MSD factors for rhenium and oxygen atoms, parallel and orthogonal to the direction defined by the average positions of Re 0 and Re 2 , are given in figure 9 . The bond-angle distribution functions (BADF) for the true Re-O-Re angle ϕ EXAFS and their mean values are shown in figure 10 .
In pure ReO 3 the MSRD Re 0 -O 3 for the third coordination shell is large, being several times larger than the corresponding MSRD factors of the first (O 1 ) and second (Re 2 ) coordination shells, and also is about twice as large as the MSRD factor of the fourth (Re 4 ) coordination shell. We have also evaluated the average value of the apparent Re-O-Re angle ϕ DIFFR , which decreases from 180 • to about 168 • indicating a rotation of ReO 6 octahedra in agreement with a previous neutron diffraction study [34] . The MSRD factor (0.036 Å 2 ) for the Re 0 -Re 2 pair increases by almost 20 times in H x ReO 3 relative to that (0.0021 Å 2 ) in pure ReO 3 . The most significant contribution to the increase of MSRD is attributed to the reduction of the correlation between the motion of two neighboring rhenium atoms. To estimate the = 0.0021 Å 2 . Thus, the motion of two neighboring rhenium atoms is strongly correlated in pure ReO 3 , whereas it is mostly uncorrelated in H x ReO 3 .
After the sample is exposed to air, the structural parameters gradually return to the values characteristic for pure ReO 3 .
One can roughly approximate these trends with exponential functions f (t) = f pure + a exp −t/τ (solid lines in figures 9 and 10), where f pure is the value of the corresponding structural parameter (MSD, MSRD or mean Re-O-Re angle), a is a free parameter, t is the experimental time, and τ is the characteristic relaxation time. One can notice that the times τ differ significantly for different coordination shells. In particular, the values of τ for the MSD and MSRD factors for the third (O 3 ) and fourth (Re 4 ) coordination shells, having weak correlation of atomic motion with the absorbing rhenium atom, are in the range from 0.7 to 2.5 h. In contrast, the values of τ for the MSRD factors for the first two coordination shells, which are strongly influenced by the correlation of atomic motion, are much smaller, being about 0.16 h for the MSRD of the second (Re 2 ) coordination shell and even smaller (0.01 h) for the first (O 1 ) coordination shell. We propose that such a difference in the characteristic relaxation times is due to the fact that the changes of the structural parameters in both of these sets have different physical origin. The changes of correlation of atomic motion and, correspondingly, of MSRD factors in the first two coordination shells have an electronic origin and, thus, short relaxation times. They arise due to additional electrons localized largely at rhenium atoms and introduced together with hydrogen ions to maintain charge neutrality. In contrast, the variation of the MSD and MSRD parameters in the third and fourth coordination shells reflects static disorder caused by the presence of hydrogen atoms in the ReO 3 lattice.
Finally, we will discuss the type of static disorder in the ReO 3 lattice induced by hydrogen insertion. Since in hydrogen rhenium bronze HReO 3 the formal valence state of rhenium atoms is +5, two different models for the possible lattice distortion have been proposed in [18] : (i) the distortion of all Re 5+ O 6 octahedra and (ii) the co-existence of two different types of relatively regular octahedra (Re 4+ O 6 and Re 6+ O 6 ) due to the presence of two different valence states of rhenium atoms (the so-called charge disproportionation model).
To characterize the distortion of the ReO 6 octahedra, as well as the distortion of the octahedra formed by six Re 2 atoms of the second coordination shell, we used the approach proposed in [61] . For each octahedron we calculated its volume V O and the volume V S of the sphere that is the closest to all vertices of that octahedron. In the case of a regular octahedron such a sphere is a circumscribed sphere, and the ratio V O /V S is equal to π. The histograms of the quantity V O /V S − π for both ReO 6 and Re(Re 2 ) 6 octahedra are shown in figure 11 . They all have a single peak shape, independently of hydrogen intercalation, therefore one may conclude that only one type of rhenium-oxygen octahedra is present, thus being favorable to the first model in [18] . The broadening of the histogram peak indicates that the distortion of the ReO 6 octahedra increases significantly with an increase of the amount of hydrogen ions in the lattice.
Upon hydrogen insertion, the valence state of rhenium ions is reduced, which agrees with the Re L 1 and L 3 absorption edge shift by about 2 eV to smaller energies (figure 10) [18] . Therefore, the origin of the ReO 6 octahedra distortion can be tentatively attributed to a change of the rhenium electronic structure.
At the same time, the Re(Re 2 ) 6 octahedra do not distort, although it was pointed out that the MSRD factor σ 2 Re 0 −Re 2 for the second coordination shell increases significantly upon hydrogen intercalation. In fact, the histograms in figure 11 are narrow, and the ratio V O /V S is close to π . It reflects the fact that, as was mentioned, the change of the value of the MSRD factor σ 2 Re 0 −Re 2 is mostly due to the reduction of the correlation of atomic motion, not due to static lattice distortion. This result agrees with the cubic symmetry of hydrogen rhenium bronze [34] .
Conclusions
In this study the use of a novel simulation approach, based on the evolutionary algorithm (EA), allowed us to follow structure development at different steps of hydrogen intercalation into ReO 3 from in situ EXAFS measurements at the Re L 3 -edge.
The EA-EXAFS method proved to be computationally more efficient than the conventional reverse Monte Carlo approach and allowed us to extract accurate structural information both from the nearest and distant coordination shells of rhenium. The obtained structural models were reconstructed, taking into account multiple-scattering and disorder (thermal and static) effects as well as the behavior of EXAFS spectra in k-and R-spaces through the use of the Morlet wavelet transform as a criterion for the residual minimization between the experimental and calculated EXAFS data.
As a result of the EA simulations, the radial distribution functions, the displacement distribution functions and the bond-angle distribution functions were obtained. The use of robust estimators allowed us to follow the variation of MSD and MSRD as functions of the de-intercalation time and to determine the characteristic relaxation times for the structural parameters in each coordination shell. We found that atomic motion is strongly correlated in the first and second coordination shells of rhenium in cubic ReO 3 , whereas it becomes significantly less correlated in H x ReO 3 . The changes in the correlation of atomic motion are attributed to an electronic origin, since they have a short relaxation time. This effect has been related to additional electrons, localized largely at rhenium atoms and entering into the crystal lattice together with hydrogen ions to maintain charge neutrality.
Besides, the insertion of hydrogen atoms leads to a distortion and tilting of the rhenium-oxygen octahedra. Our analysis revealed that these processes have significantly longer characteristic times.
To conclude, the use of such advanced simulation-based techniques as the EA-EXAFS method extends the potentiality of EXAFS spectroscopy and opens new possibilities for structure determination not accessible by conventional approaches.
